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Year-5 Deliverables (from Year-4 annual report summary)

Ab-initio Deliverables (Monday)

Further calculate homogeneous neutron matter and neutron
drops in external fields using GFMC and AFDMC to create
pseudo-data for constraining energy density functionals.
Calculate the Hoyle state with GFMC.
Continue improvements to ADLB resulting in community
usable code.
The LCCI project will deliver final UNEDF versions of LCCI
codes, scripts, and test cases and the prototype DBMS will be
completed and released.
Study role of NNN forces in medium mass nuclei with CC.
Analyze LQCD calculations of multi-baryon systems at
sufficiently low pion mass to permit extrapolation to the
physical point.
Complete CUDA hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) codes and apply
them to the first large-scale HMC calculations of the unitary
Fermi gas.



Year-5 Deliverables (from Year-4 annual report summary)

Ab initio Functionals Deliverables (Tuesday/Wednesday)

Perform neutron drop benchmarks starting from realistic NN
and NNN interactions and validate against ab-initio
calculations.
Develop the Optimized Effective Potential method for 3D-HFB;
compare with HF, HF-DME, and ab initio.
Develop improved DME functionals that go beyond
Hartree-Fock.
Use in-medium SRG to develop valence shell model
Hamiltonians and effective operators for open-shell nuclei.



Year-5 Deliverables (from Year-4 annual report summary)

DFT Infrastructure/Applications Deliverables (Tues./Wed.)
Full implementation of ADIOS in HFODD; set up framework
for automatic restart.
Optimize generalized Skyrme functionals and DME
functionals by considering additional constraints on states at
large deformation, shell structure, giant resonances, and
neutron droplets pseudo-data from ab-initio calculations.
Use UNEDF functionals in large-scale surveys, spectroscopy,
and description of fission.
Develop open-source implementation of POUNDERS.
Continue development of model-based optimization
algorithms for noisy and constrained calculations. Global
explorations of the parameter space by means of a
space-filling design in order to delineate regions of stability of
EDF.
Further optimize the ASLDA DFT solver.
Implement the constrained 3D Skyrme-HFB-MADNESS
framework and apply to fission and cold fermions.



Year-5 Deliverables (from Year-4 annual report summary)

DFT Extensions Deliverables (Wednesday)

Use the new QRPAdef code to complete the beta decay
calculation
Develop DFT-consistent code beyond QRPA
Use the TDSLDA code to describe collective motion in nuclei
Develop and test the J-Moments nuclear level density code
that removes the center- of-mass spurious states
Use the new J-Moments code to calculate reaction rates in
the rp-process path
Understand the scalability barriers in NuShellX to enable the
most effective use of Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) and
leadership-class machines.
Improve the scalability of BIGSTICK CI code up to 50,000
cores
Use BIGSTICK code to investigate isospin breaking in pf shell



Year-5 Deliverables (from Year-4 annual report summary)

Reaction Deliverables (Thursday)

Investigate reactions in light nuclei using NCSM with RGM:
Benchmark n-8He, and n-9Li scattering. Investigate p-7Be
and 3H+4He scattering and capture reactions. Use two-,
three-, and four-body transition densities for A = 3, 4 nuclei.
Development of three-body transition density calculation for
A > 4.
Analyze Ab initio nuclear scattering in HO traps to three and
four-body systems such as n-d and n-t.
Consistent nucleon-nucleus optical potentials within elastic
and all inelastic and transfer channels.
Fold QRPA transition densities with density-dependent and
spin-orbit forces. Include effective masses, and direct
charge-exchange.
Calculate and investigate effects of exchange nonlocalities.



Year-5 Deliverables (from Year-4 annual report summary)

(more) Reaction Deliverables (Thursday)

Systematic generation of optical potentials for a wide range of
near-spherical nuclei.
First nucleon-nucleus calculations with deformed QRPA
transition densities.
Examine role of optical-potential L-dependences &
non-localities in direct reaction calculations.
Examine energy-dependence of eigensolutions in the
expansion for the KKM theory.



Preparation for UNEDF annual and final reports

Needed from each section leader
Progress reports on Year-5 deliverables
Plans for carry-over funds (if any)

To me by email ASAP (furnstahl.1@osu.edu)

Papers acknowledging UNEDF (both published and preprints)
***UNEDF-related invited talks*** (non-collaboration meeting)
Check unedf.org for what is missing since Year-4 CPR!
UNEDF-related “Good News” and “UNEDF in the News”
Highlights — a new one (or more) from every sub-project!

Guidelines for continuation progress report and final report
CPR like last year (but less time pressure)
Final exit report due June, 2012



UNEDF Highlights and News

One-page highlights are needed for our sponsors
to tell our successes to DOE NP, ASCR, NNSA
to give them success stories to tell
for DNP and NSAC and . . .
also for broader science community and general public

Website unedf.org is repository for highlights and news
Status of website going forward?

Nuclear Physics News articles on UNEDF physics in June
project overview (copies available), NCSM, FUSTIPEN
linked on unedf.org









Highlights of research on unedf.org

One-slide summaries targeted for broad audience
or for specific sponsors

Notes with details and references (usually)

Also look under Internal−→One-Pagers





For all UNEDF speakers: Points to emphasize
What are the main accomplishments since the last meeting?
Is your Year-5 plan well on track? If not, why?

What are the aspects of your science that require high-
performance computing?

OR
What problems in high performance computing are you working
on in general?

What are the major computational issues? Are there any
questions you would like to bring to the attention of our CS/AM
collaborators?

OR
Are there general capabilities of your CS/AM work that might be
of interest to other physicists than the ones you are currently
working with?

What is the detailed roadmap of your project for the remaining
part of Year-5 (and beyond)?

Are there any ”showcase” (i.e., of Nature/Science caliber) physics
and computational questions that you are hoping to answer in
Year 5?
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